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Wordpool Judges Report 2014 
 
I was an absolute pleasure it was to read all of the entries to this inaugural Wordpool 
poetry competition, and I’d like to thank every person who entered, for supporting the 
competition, and for allowing me to read their work. Thanks too to everyone who came 
to the awards reading and celebrated National Poetry Day with us in Blackpool. I can’t 
over-emphasise how thrilling it is to have been involved in a poetry competition in which 
the winning poem will be seen by millions of people. Wordpool have offered a poet an 
extraordinary experience with this prize, and hopefully will brighten many people’s lives 
when they see the stunning animation of the winning entry.  
 
I was in Canada for a conference and research trip when I received the entries, a trick 
with space and time enabled by current technologies, meaning by the time I got home 
and opened the fat envelope containing the hard copies, the poems were already familiar. 
I couldn’t resist opening up the files when they pinged into my inbox, although I had 
other perhaps more urgent things I should have been doing that morning. Inevitably I 
found myself unable to move on to other tasks until I had read each poem through for 
the first time. So now thinking about these poems as a mass throws me back into the hot 
bright light-trap of the yard of the Thunder Bay Travelodge in early August. Not exactly 
a glamorous location, but not too bad a spot-of-time to be diverted to. I had asked 
Lynne and the Wordpool team to send these digital copies to me because I wanted to 
have time to let the poems develop in my mind, to read and re-read and re-read, and be 
very sure of my choices.  
 
The longlist emerged from the pile pretty quickly. All of the longisted poems have some 
excellent turns of phrase, compelling imagery, and an interesting take on the theme. I 
was impressed with the variety of the entries, and I think this variety is reflected in the 
Longlist.  
 
The late great Dannie Abse said of the process of judging this year’s Forward Prizes: ‘I 
hope to go into a poem sober, and come out a little drunk. And If I do then that’s a real 
poem.’ The poems that stood out for me in this competition were the ones which, whilst 
not exactly leaving me drunk, did alter my perception. Most importantly, perhaps, their 
effect continued,long after of slug of good whisky would have worn off. These were the 
poems which continued to breathe in my mind after that first reading in Thunder Bay, 
and which, every time I returned to the pile, seemed to grow in dimension.  
 
There were a great deal of lovely poems whose merits I knew I needed to recognise in 
the longlist, but which couldn’t quite stand up against those that made it into the 
shortlist. This was in places involved with a lack of precision in the language – that old 
question of whether each word was doing as much work as is could be. In other poems it 
was to do with the poem not quite addressing the theme as clearly as another which I 
thought had, otherwise, equal – if different – merit. And so the hard decisions were made 
which lead to the final shortlist of thirteen poems, poems which travel from India to Van 
Dieman’s Land, from present day newspaper classifieds to a monk’s musings in an 
unknown century.  
 
The competition theme – Light – was interrupted in a great array of ways, a small parcel 
of which are represented by the winning and commended poems. One thing struck me 
straight away on that first reading was that many of the poems had taken the competition 
end point as their starting point, and made the illuminations their subject. One in fact 
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took the form of a kind of acceptance speech on being turned into an illumination. 
Others focused on Blackpool and other kinds of light. There was a great deal of sea-light 
washing through the poems, as well as the continual glow of the electric town. I was 
really charmed by several comic entries in the tradition of Stanley Holloway, some of 
which stretched their scansion to the limits, but certainly had me laughing aloud, which 
cannot be said, I imagine, of too many open poetry competition entries.  
 
It became clear to me that these poems either about Blackpool, or drawing on imagery 
and language associated with Blackpool, were their own category of sorts. I decided to 
set apart one of my five commendations as a ‘Blackpool’ commendation. I should qualify 
that the Blackpoolity of these poems was judged solely on the poem itself, without any 
knowledge of the writer’s locality or localness.  
 
The poem the poem which stood out most to me amongst these was not a humorous 
monologue, but a quiet, subtle sonnet, ‘Night Lights’, perhaps exactly because of its 
difference from the others. In its fourteen lines this little poem travels time and space, 
occupying unsteady ground between layers of past and memory, and an imagined future 
or continual present, at the turn ‘the tram lines where we played’ revealed suddenly as 
‘still silver’ are able to deliver the addressee, or perhaps the reader, to this slightly 
otherworldly Blackpool lit by ‘starfish etched in tiny bulbs’. These are images which 
stayed with me after reading, and whose complexity is belied by their surface simplicity, 
so ‘Night Lights’ by Rachel Plummer took the Blackpool Commendation.  
 
The other four commendations went to ‘Phosphorescence’ by Victoria Gatehouse,  
‘Moonshine’ by Janet Lees, ‘Heavy Rain, Low Light’ by Grainne Tobin, and ‘Upset by its 
ubiquity, light turns itself in’ by Camille Ralphs.  
 
I loved the celebration of dailiness in ‘Heavy Rain, Low Light’. Something quite 
mundane – a morning tucked in the warmth of bed against wild weather – becomes 
almost magical, with the ‘shining beaded veil’ of rain drawn across the ‘lamp-lit lair’. The 
last stanza reveals the source of the magic is in the everyday itself however, and it was the 
last line ‘I hear the boiler singing below stairs’ that sealed this for me. ‘Nobody expected, 
nothing to be done’ recalls Larkin’s last poem, ‘Aubade’, but rather than a lament, this is 
a celebration of time spent alone.  
 
‘Moonshine’ is a slight poem, but so deft its size belies the power of the images. When 
the poem turns, at its centre, to the image of the speaker ‘put[tin] [their] finger/in the 
unplayed moon/and mak[ing] it spin’ the poem is lifted to another level. This moon-
record/disk is so simple an idea, and yet so perfect. It is the kind of image that makes 
you think yes, yes, of course it has always been that way, why did I not see it till now?  
 
‘Phosphorescence’ captivated me though the different kinds of light it records – the 
phenomenon of the phosphorescing ocean itself, but also the phone-light recording it 
within the poem’s narrative. Its urgent opening words ‘Record this’ refer to the use of the 
smart phone, from which the video is uploaded and ‘liked’ by friends all over the world 
within the poem’s scanty 14 lines – another technological trick with spacetime – but also 
of course refers to the different recording process that occurs within the poem itself. A 
sonnet-like poem, it is the address of the speaker to the ‘you’ and the wonder at their 
‘gleaming world’ that carries this image forward. Phosphorescence describes not only the 
state of the glowing ocean but that of the adored person, and becomes an evocative 
analogy for desire.  
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‘Upset by its ubiquity, light turns itself in’ took a very different approach to any other 
entry, imagining itself into the many-roled life of light – light as ‘the archetypal 
kleptomaniac’ unable to leave anything untouched. This is a poem that delights in 
language and in play with language, perhaps as it describes light, doomed ‘never to work, 
always to play’.  This is play, but serious play, which deserved to be rewarded for its 
brightness.  
 
The three winners were, in third place, ‘Dust to Dust’  by Anthony Watts,  in second, 
‘Last Orders at the Light Bar’ by Gaia Holmes, and in first, ‘That Night’ by Sarah 
Leavesley.  
 
These three poems took the theme on in ways I could not have imagined, taking us 
through the light of the mind, to an alternate reality where bars serve light instead of 
alcohol, to the aftermath of a meteor shower that has left every bulb in a lighting shop 
shattered. All three of these poems began from a relatively simple conceit –
contemplating the sky, a typo on a menu, a newspaper story.  
 
‘Dust to dust’, like ‘Upset by its ubiquity’ appealed largely because of a certain bravado in 
the language. Lines like ‘I lie a-grass, in wait for the silent summons’ shouldn’t belong 
alongside ‘they come out through the eye-sockets in big stodgy loops’, and yet they do – 
the skill lies in the juxtaposition. This is a poem which uses just the right amount of 
repetition and variation to perfection, and I couldn’t stop returning to re-read it. There’s 
a real delight in language here, but also a skilful control of timbre, bringing us down to a 
quiet dusty close as mind disperses into light.  
 
‘Last Orders at the Light Bar’ is a perceptive meditation on the consumption of light, 
enabled by an excellently compelling typo. The first two stanzas do a fine job of 
imagining light swapped directly in for more regular drinks, but it is the third and fourth 
stanzas that make this poem transcend anecdotal humour, and made me sure it had to be 
amongst the winners. The concept of drinkers glowing for weeks after a particularly fine 
draft, or lightaholics bleaching the bed sheets work in the mind long after the page is 
turned. This poem does not leave me drunk so much as a little dazzled.  
 
Which leads me to the winner, ‘That Night’. A small poem with an unpresumptuous title, 
this was a clear winner for me. The simplicity of the anecdotal language again belies a 
complexity of thought and image. Reading this poem I could see and hear the scene so 
clearly I was worried I might cut myself on the broken glass. And what better subject to 
take for an illumination than a whole shop-full of lights blowing out? There is so much 
here that pulls the reader in – the sleep-deprived night-watchman, the incredulous 
manager, the meta-fictional reporters. In very few words, it creates a fully rounded spot-
of-time, and draws the reader into the lighting shop, so that we too get a glimpse of a 
‘world of shattered light/where every footstep crackles.’  
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